
                              RHHS BLT Meeting Minutes (Draft) 2/17/16 

 

 
PRESENT: 

 Sienna Engasser 

 Amanda Greene 

 Jacalyn Grieb-Walsh 

 Tom O'Connor 

 Roy Paisley 

 Susan Rohrmeier 

 Maggie Rothwell (Recorder) 

 Tessa Rothwell 

 Jeannette Timperio (Facilitator) 

 

START:  2:33 pm. 

 

The minutes from the last meeting (1/20/16) were reviewed, corrected, and accepted. 

 

OLD BUSINESS: 

1. After input from Sienna and Tessa, Amanda suggested that the topic of students not being 

overloaded with several tests on one particular day be brought up at upcoming staff 

department meetings. 

2. Roy asked if there has been any improvement in the reception of morning 

announcements.  There were mixed responses from the committee.  Roy stated that it 

would be nice to move from prerecorded announcements to ones in real time. 

3. Roy announced that the RHHS "Robo Raiders" will be participating this weekend in a 

competition at PACE University. 

4. Jeanette reported that the Rhinebeck and Wappingers Falls school districts would be 

putting the concept of a later start time to the school day up for a vote.  Roy observed 

that, if passed, it would bring their start times to around 7:15 similar to what Red Hook 

currently has.  It was also noted that Wappingers Falls already voted with the change in 

school times being rejected. 

5. A discussion ensued from last month about block scheduling.  Amanda reported that she 

sent information over to the LAMS BLT.  They stated they would prefer the HS 

administration begin by meeting with the middle school guidance department instead of 

the BLT committee.  Jacalyn said that, while teachers are looking for a change, it is not 

just block scheduling that should be considered.  After a thorough discussion of 

scheduling and alternatives, it was decided that Amanda will pass out sample schedules at 

the next HS faculty meeting. After reviewing the opinions generated from that meeting, 

Amanda will approach LAMS for input. 

6. Roy updated us on the Mesonet Weather Station.  A representative from Mesonet did a 

presentation for the RH BOE.  It was very well received.  Pending Board approval, the 

weather station is planned to be built starting this summer. 

 

 

 



NEW BUSINESS:  

1. Susan announced that the next PTSA meeting will be held on Monday, March 7th.  The 

topic is gender issues. 

2. Tom reported that some staff members have expressed concerns about the computer lab 

being outdated.  A discussion ensued about the type and age of the equipment.  Another 

issue for the room is window shades.  Susan stated that the PTSA has money for projects 

which might be used toward the purchase of shades.  She also stated that the PTSA 

bought 2 microwaves for LAMS. 

3. Tom inquired if the attendance policy is reviewed annually and if it's been brought up at 

DLT meetings.  Maggie responded that she does not think the DLT has reviewed it 

recently but that it was a focus of last year's LAMS BLT.  She will bring the topic to the 

attention of the DLT.  A discussion followed.  BLT members agreed that stressing the 

importance of attendance needs to start in the younger grade levels.  It was stated that 

parents need to set a good example by not writing their children notes for unexcused 

absences and by not going away on family vacations when school is in session. 

 

Amanda announced that the HS BLT meeting on May 11th will have refreshments as it is Roy's 

last meeting due to his upcoming (and well earned!) retirement.  Heartfelt thanks to Roy for 

decades of service to the RHCSD!  Sincere best wishes to him as he moves to the next chapter of 

his life.  Roy will be missed as a leader and as a friend. 

 

ADJOURNED:  3:19 PM 

 

NEXT MEETING: March 16, 2016 

 

RECORDER: Roy Paisley 

 

FACILITATOR: Christine Griffin 


